
NEWSPAPER KEY TERMS

Newspaper terminology the newspaper's title displayed on the front page. Skyline be a larger section where key
members of staff are.

Commonly used on photo sites such as Flickr or in conjunction with user-generated content, to show where a
photo, video or article came from. News Article A news article is a report on an event that has taken place.
Apple has not allowed Adobe to create a Flash player for the iPhone operating system, which has created a
feud between the two companies. The Economist publishes a style guide as does The Guardian. Editor An
editor decides what news will be included in each paper and determines where it will appear according to
relevance or popularity. This is often a restatement of the leading statement or a statement indicating potential
future developments relating to the article topic. Defendent would need to show claims were true, fair
comment or an accurate record of parliamentary or court proceedings. Entertainment or Lifestyle The section
names and traits will differ from paper to paper, but lifestyle sections typically offer interviews of popular
people, interesting people, and people who make a difference in their communities. Concluding your article
Make sure your news article is complete and finished by giving it a good concluding sentence. Flash - 1 Short
news story on a new event. However it is known for its extensive design options. There has been some
discussion of its increasing relevance with geographically connected social networking sites, such as
Foursquare. Keep your writing unbiased and objective. A file format used for digital video. The journalist
should also endeavour wherever possible to find the original source of an article, rather than link to someone
else's later version of it. Released in , jQuery quickly gained widespread adoption because of its efficiency and
elegance. Leading questions - A question that contains the predicted answer within the question. Font -
Typeface. International News This section contains news about other countries. Refers to journalist Robert
Fisk. This information includes the date, volume number, and price. When writing about the latest in a series
of events, do not assume precursory knowledge. Masthead - Main title section and name at the front of a
publication. Linotype - A machine for the mechanical setting of type, the brainchild of Ottmar Merganthaler of
Baltimore, to whom all praise be given. Leader - An article that shows the opinion of a newspaper. This means
that the most important vital facts should be mentioned first and the less important facts come later in the
article. Folio The folio includes the publication information and is often located under the name of the paper.
Hits - Number of downloads of every element of a web page, rather than the page as a whole. Keep it simple
No big words! It is an alternative to XML that is more concise because, unlike XML, it is not a markup
language that requires open and close tags. Many security breaches have been designed using iframes.
Common type of picture file used on the web. It will include statistics and profiles of people who have made
an impact on the economy. Also bear in mind that your own reputation will be judged on the quality of the
articles you link to; if you have any interest or connection with the story, publication or author, then declare it.
The topic could be of a national scope or it could be a local story. House style - A publication's guide to style,
spelling and use of grammar, designed to help journalists write and present in a consistent way for their target
audience. Follow-up - An update on a previous story. Westwood B, Westwood G: Assessment of newspaper
reporting of public health and the medical model: a methodological case study. Front Page The first page of a
newspaper includes the title, all the publication information, the index, and the main stories that will capture
the most attention. Remain unbiased A news article is meant to convey direct facts, not the opinions of its
writer. Microblogs - Blogs dealing with very specialised discussion. It is the most popular JavaScript library.


